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Introduction: Neurofeedback (NF) is a form of BCI based on operant conditioning. It can be used as a 

stand-alone intervention, to treat a variety of conditions or symptoms (e.g., anxiety, neuropathic pain), 

or training for assistive BCI devices [1]. One ubiquitous paradigm is alpha-power NF. To harness NF 

benefits, it is of utmost importance to deepen our understanding of externally (NF-) controlled brain 

dynamics.  This study aims to compare directed connectivity changes and related mental strategies 

during NF for alpha upregulation (α-up) and downregulation (α-down). 

Materials, Methods and Results:  

22 able-bodied volunteers (age 27 ± 6, 7F) had three sessions of visual EEG-NF for alpha power 

modulation from electrode Cz, overlapping M1, the primary motor cortex (α-up n = 7; α-down n=15). 

The interface indicated power modulation as bars changing colour (green-red) and height. Participants 

revealed modulation strategies at the end of each session. Directed transfer function (DTF) was used to 

estimate frequency domain connectivity from sources reconstructed with sLORETA based on 64-

channel EEG, between regions of interest selected a priori, spanning a NF network (NFN) [2], [3], the 

default mode (DMN) and frontoparietal networks (FPN), as indicated in Fig. 1.  

Notable changes in alpha-band DTF (Fig. 1) include increased outflow from SSC to IFG and reduced 

connectivity between dlPFC-SMA-ACC in α-up, and decreased outflow from PCC and visual cortex 

during α-down. To achieve α-up, participants reported strategies based on mind clearing and breath 

focus, while for α-down, these were feedback- (“demand bar decreases”), planning- and emotion-related. 

Common to the two tasks were repetitive strategies (counting, mental arithmetic, focus on one word).  

 
Fig. 1 - Directed connectivity in alpha band during NF compared to rest, blue- α-up, red- α-down tasks, and abbreviated regions of interest 

(assigned networks). Solid line = increase from rest, dotted line = decrease from rest, arrows point from source to sink. 

Discussion: 

Relaxation strategies in α-up NF are reflected in reduced connectivity to IFG, the activity of which 

decreases with body relaxation, while increased outflow from SSC (adjacent to M1) points at attempted 

regulation of the target region. Decreased dlPFC to SMA connectivity might indicate efforts to relax 

and reduce mind-wandering. Reduction of PCC outflow (α-down) indicates undistracted concentration, 

and possibly more homogeneity of strategies in α-down NF compared to α-up. Information flow was 

reduced between FPN and both DMN and NFN in both tasks.   

Significance: 

Comparing connectivity in opposite NF tasks reveals brain network changes associated with NF 

processes in general, and those that are task specific. The changes reflect participants’ mental strategies. 
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